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The construction market of  India is expected to become 
the third-largest in the world by 2025, primarily driven 
by urbanisation, industrial development and popula-
tion growth. The second quarter of  the current fiscal 

year showed a promising growth rate for the construction industry. 
Leading data suggests the industry is expected to see a sharp recov-
ery by 2021 with a growth rate of  11.4%. This is reassuring news, 
given the construction industry’s pivotal role in driving all forms 

IN FOR THE LONG HAUL
We speak to Mr. Ramakrishnan, Owner, SVA Blue Metals, regarding the construction 
industry’s outlook and its impact on the associated logistics sector and on their fleet of 
Tata trucks helping them with higher productivity and superior operating economics.

of  infrastructural development across the country. Nearly 9% of  
India’s GDP is spent on infrastructural services, comprising the 
construction of  highways, dams, bridges and roads. 

Crucial to any construction application is the raw material, which 
must be of  a superior quality to ensure a resilient structure and also 
be made available in a timely fashion to ensure the completion of  
projects as per plans. The mining, extraction and excavation of  raw 
materials thus constitutes an important sub-sector within the con-
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IN FOR THE LONG HAUL

Ramakrishnan, owner, SVA Blue Metals.

struction industry. One such leading extraction company in this sec-
tor at Tamil Nadu is SVA Blue Metals. With its major facility located 
in Karanempetta near Coimbatore, it has two quarries in Karanem-
petta and Kangeyam, both located in the state of  Tamil Nadu. It is 
chiefly responsible for excavating and mining blue metals, a coarse 
particulate material commonly used in the construction industry.

Speaking of  his operations, Ramakrishnan, owner, SVA Blue 
Metals, says, “Extracting and transporting materials during quarry 
operations is a major task. We operate crushing machines with 300 
tonnes per hour capacities, which require a steady supply of  raw 
material to ensure full utilisation of  its capacity. We were on the 

lookout for suitable tippers which could ensure a steady uninter-
rupted supply of  the raw material in the desired quantity and also 
keep the operating costs at the lowest possible. This is where we 
chose to go with Tata Motors Prima 35 tonne tippers. Ever since 
we have gone with these 300hp Prima tippers, we have been able 
to improve our capacity utilisation of  our equipment with the con-
sistent, reliable and higher productivity of  these tippers and thereby 
meeting our customer requirements on time. 

He reckons Tata tippers are the best suited for the task as they 
offer faster turnaround time to keep the overall efficiencies high 
and are ideally designed for the heavy-duty operations most eco-
nomically. He says, “We were the first customers in Tamil Nadu to 
buy Tata Prima Tippers. Since then, we haven’t looked back. Today, 
more than 50% of  our fleet consists of  Tata vehicles.” Ramakrish-
nan further asserts, “Most of  our drivers are inclined towards Tata 
Prima because of  the extraordinary comfort it provides and the far 
superior driveability with the 300hp power and the matching drive-
train offers for such heavy duty operations.

 Apart from the prowess that Tata brings with its technologically-
advanced tippers, Ramakrishna feels that the excellent after-sales 
service and spare part availability has been a major contributing fac-
tor his patronisation of  Tata Tippers in recent years. He says, “The 
response time for any service call has been exceptionally short. It is 
crucial in our business that all the cogs in the system keep running 
smoothly, to keep the overall efficiencies high. Tata Motors helps 
us plan our service cycles to ensure we have maximum uptime and 
virtually zero breakdowns of  our vehicles. Also, the on-site service 
helps with higher vehicle uptime and maximum utilisation of  the 
vehicles.” Additionally he adds, “The Tata Fleet Edge Telematics 
systems that Tata vehicles are equipped with, has features such as 
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RT Wasan, Vice President, Product Line, M&HCV, 
Tata Motors, “The alliance between Tata Motors 
and SVA Blue Metals has remained strong for over 
a decade. Years of partnership, built on mutual 
trust and continuous engagement, their valuable 
first-hand insights have helped us deliver improved 
products and services in terms of performance, 
total costs of operations. Additionally, Tata 
Motors has also proactively conducted continuous 
upskilling and training for drivers in SVA, which has 
consequently contributed to an immense growth in 
human capital. Tata Motors has always sought to 
direct earnest and tangible efforts that guarantee 
our customers a one-of-a-kind experience within 
the industry, and assist in growing their business 
in a sustainable and profitable manner. We eagerly 
look forward to further strengthening our bond with 
SVA Blue Metals, reaping success and benefit for 
both organisations.”

track and trace, geo-fencing, instant fuel theft notification, remote 
monitoring of  the Instrument cluster, driving behaviour monitor-
ing and notification.”

Ramakrishnan further mentions that the association with Tata 
Motors has offered him a commendable customer experience. He 
says, “The Tata Motors team visits me on a regular basis, not merely 
to sell vehicles or services, but rather to identify my requirements 
on a specific level and offer the best solutions. It is a symbiotic rela-
tionship that thrives on mutual trust. I have even been invited to the 
Tata Motors Jamshedpur plant twice, where I was walked through 
the most recent developments across Tata vehicles and also provide 
insights and inputs on customer expectations, which the company 
has used to improve products and services helping us customers 
like me to run the business smoothly.”

The additional benefits provided by the Tata Sampoorna Seva 
program – Tata Motors array of  value-added services – is also note-
worthy, mentioned  Ramakrishnan. It has reaped excellent results 
for the drivers. The Tata Delight programme, for instance, offers 
free health check-ups to the drivers. Tata Motors’ commitment 
towards the driving community has been well acknowledged. The 
training sessions for drivers by Tata Motors has further equipped 
them with new skills and technical know-how to provide an im-
proved level of  efficiency.

Ramakrishnan further added, “Going ahead, we are eager to add 
Tata Motors’ BS6 range in our fleet. The enhanced safety and com-
fort features in this range, as well as new features such as the driving 

modes and Hill Start Assist are something our drivers are keen to 
experience and we believe will add value to the system.”

While this year has been tough on the overall economy, Ramak-
rishnan remains confident that the construction industry will see 
continued positive growth. As a major extraction company in the 
country, SVA is responsible for helping the nation build a more 
secure future, with robust infrastructure. Tata Motors’ advanced 
vehicles, unmatched service support, mutually trust and resilient as-
sociation helps drive this effort in earnest. 


